Rapid image evaluation system for corneal in vivo confocal microscopy.
To develop rapid image processing techniques for the objective analysis of corneal in vivo confocal micrographs. Perpendicular central corneal volume scans from healthy volunteers were obtained via laser in vivo confocal microscopy. The layer in each volume scan that contained the nerve plexus was detected by applying software operators to analyze image features on the basis of their size, shape, and contrast. Dendritic immune cells were detected in the nerve image on the basis of cellular size, lack of elongation, and brightness relative to the nerves. Images that were 20 μm anterior to the best nerve layer images were used for the analysis of epithelial wing cells; wing cell detection was based on extended regional minima and a watershed transformation. The software successfully detected the best nerve layer images in 15 scans from 15 eyes. Manual and automatic analyses were 81.8% in agreement for dendritic immune cells (for 11 cells in a representative image) and 94.4% in agreement for wing cells (for 466 cells in the image). Within 10 seconds per scan, the software calculated the number, mean length, and mean density of immune cells; the number, mean size, and mean density of wing cells; and the number and mean length of nerves. Factors defining the shape and position of cells and nerves also were available. The software rapidly and accurately analyzed the in vivo confocal micrographs of the healthy central corneas, yielding quantitative results to describe the nerves, dendritic immune cells, and wing cells.